All good things happen

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
May 6, 2017
SUBJECT: ARTICLE #9 New Leadership Initiatives and Other
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo Office
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo Office, Greetings to you;
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE
ONLY CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND
OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN. NO PERSON OR THING IS
HIGHER THAN I AM.
All Articles are COMMANDS from ME (I AM). My words or my speech are my ORDERS,
UNLESS I SAY IT IS A COMMAND. Every and all Directions, Guidance, Plans, Rules,
Orders, Commands, Comrandas, etc., can never be disobeyed. If you do, you have serious
penalties including charges and sentences on you. When I write the word ORDER anywhere, it
means double ORDER. When I write the word COMMAND anywhere it means a double
COMMAND.
I COMRANDA all States/Countries in this Earth, are to use all my Articles to transition/change
the way they are operating, to protect themselves, and the environment. There is no excuse for
any country to not follow my Commands, Comrandas and higher. The States/countries in this
world and the Chreations, are to begin immediately, right now in making the changes happen
according to my Articles.
I COMRANDA that all leaders in this Earth and all Earths and Chreations are women and the
leadership make-up remains as I design, with more Black leaders, and Blacks get first
preference. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people. The Black skin
leadership is how it is in all Chreations, and it is the best leadership and most protected
leadership.
All forms of Treason, Treasonomus, Treasonaminous, are Judgements against a person, or an
entity, etc. All sentencing, Treasons and higher are lived out in the Devel Prisons, right here in
this Earth, and in all places, other names not identified, Chreations where all individuals and
entity exist/esist today and in times to come. All those who are behind the scenes (are not seen
and responsible) are also included. It is my job to do this, an no one can do it for me.
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I appoint Liza Normandy, Vice Mayor, City of south San Francisco; Lenora Y. Fulton, Navajo
Nation Leader, Dionne Flowers, 2nd Ward- Alderwoman, St. Louis, Missouri; Yvette Diane
Clarke, New York 11th District; Stephanie E. Cummings, 74 General Assembly District,
Waterbury, Connecuit; Marilyn Blaylock, Treasurer, Mescalero Apache Tribe Government; and
First Lady Chirlane McCray of New York City; to work with Susan Martinez of New Mexico,
and Muriel Browser of District of Columbia on the Transitions in the Natural Earth. Your job is
to be done with the highest efficiency, and effectiveness.
Bureaumissionars are to lead the transitions. No one who is working for me can be plasticated,
rubberized, metalized, wirerized, tremolineized, electromagnetized, mechanicized, computerized,
paperized, etc. No one is to give any part of herself or himself to be kept or put at some place.
Everyone must protect by using the protections I have listed in my Articles. None of my assigned
leaders are to be sworn in. No oath is to be used and no singing of any anthem.
Bureaumissionars, in the future, I will assign leaders who are currently working for various
private or public organizations. Their jobs are to be protected where they are currently working.
They can return to their jobs anytime within the next eight (8) years after their assignments, if
they choose to do so. The leaders from private or public agencies can never lose their jobs for
working on my transitions. They can never get any demotion, or reduced salary, or transfer to
another region or area because of retaliation or force. Their jobs and your jobs are fully
protected.
Jobs that are no longer in the transition plans will terminate because those jobs are not valid.
Your jobs could last 2 years or more, and you remain as Bureaumissionar, or return to your prior
jobs, design your own jobs and be paid by the state until your jobs are up and running smoothly,
as discussed in my Articles. You are to use the mint or frank machines to create your own
monies. You can arrange all who are working for me their new salary payments, transition
allowances, vehicle allowances, hotel allowances, temporary or permanent homes allowances,
travel allowances, Trust fund allowances, Estate fund allowances from the various banks that I
have put in place since the Earth esist. You are also to get these allowances as well.
Chase Manhattan Bank/Chase/JP Morgan Chase, which is the Tracer bank knows where to find
the Trust funds, Estate funds, that are in the old estate or old trust fund accounts. You may also
find it in the transfer fund account, equity accounts, amalgamated estates, transfer fund for
amalgamated estates, and current accounts of the various banks like Bank of America, US bank,
Chase bank, State banks, etc. These funds may also being used by the Republic governments,
federal government, the White House, State, or federal treasury or department of treasury. MY
COMRANDA.
Every person working on the Transitions, your salary and title are to be upgraded. Your salary
and titles are higher than the Senators. All women assigned to the Transition positions, are
called Bureaumissionar. All Transition members at this level are to meet at least once per month
face to face to discuss progress and solutions. The responsibilities of the Governors, Senators,
Mayors, and other Municipal leaders currently will change. The new leaders are to understand
the current job responsibilities of those who are there and the new Job responsibilities are below.
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Protection
Wash the white rice, as if it is very dirty and rub it between your hands in a bowl, rub it several
times and you will see it getting whiter and becomes like milk. Pour off that water and put in a
bottle and refrigerate or freeze. Wash the rice gain and whatever milk comes off, use it to cook
the rice. If you do not need to use it, then put the rice in a zip lock freezer bag or any freezer bag
and put in freezer for when you need it. Drink the rice water two mouth full every three hour or
as much as you can do per day. If you do it once per day it is better than not doing it but your
situation changes and sometimes you do not remember, so do the best you can to protect
yourselves. Put some in your fridge at work as you can get the small refrigerator for your office.
Put the rice water on your skin and your back, and when you are at home put on your head as
well. Soak in rice water more than once a week, if you can in the warm rice water alone. When
you are in the rice water pour on your head so your head is wet. Say: I command my inner self
to return or say I recall all of myself, or I am completely one whole and all of me I have. Wet
yourself all over. Then say: I lock myself in 3 trillion times. You can use a bit of blue powder
and add to the rice water to drink or to soak o to put on yourself. The rice water and blue powder
are escellent to rid and kill the devels. You can sprinkle the same thing or put in a spray bottle
and spray around your office, your home and your car. The rice water alone should not stain the
floor or the wall. It can leave a white mark on the furniture. You can Say: I lock myself one
hundred million times and drink rice water if you can to lock yourself so the devels do not get to
remove your inner self from you.
Cherry Protection
Eat as much cherry as you can. Eat the fresh cherries, the dried cherries, the preserved cherries,
and use the cherry leaves to boil or juice and drink as often as you can. The cherry has a lot in it
to kill the devels. Use the leaves in bath and putting on your skin.
Sense Melia Protection
Drink the Sense Melia as often as you can. It has something in it that stings and burn the devels
and they are killed. The Sense Melia is for you to drink and put on your skin and in your bath.
You can add sense Melia to other herbs for your bath or take a Sense Melia bath by itself. You
can grind up the Sense Melia and use the juice like water in any cake mixture and eat it, it will
protect you as well and your family. Put the Sense Melia in your hand lotion or make the Sense
Melia essence oil that you put on your hand or furniture or your computer screen and the frame
and wires to protect it. Just fry the sense Melia in olive oil, sunflower oil, canola oil and pour in
a bottle so you can use whenever you need. Get a small portable bottle and pour some in and
keep in your handbags. Rub the Sense Melia oil on the outside of your bottles so the outside is
protected. You can rub the inside of your bags as well with the
Sense Melia to protect your bag inside a the devel are everywhere. Protect yourselves as best as
you can, as this is what we should have been doing all our lives.
Review all the Articles for pertinent information that you should know. Read and highlight all of
the Articles on areas that you are to know and do. For the Transition in the natural Earth, you are
to select the Senators for the District of Columbia, Select the Executive Transition Directors for
the State Rejuvenation & Transition Commission, Select State Senators, Select governors, Select
Mayors, distribute My Articles, select the training and development places to be used to build up
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all the selected candidates and your own development. You are all to work with the Port
Authority of New York and NJ, the Metropolitan Transit Authority, for the transitions in New
York City to happen, and to make sure that all in New York are following my orders. All Banks
and Credit Unions are to follow my Orders, as they are independent of all government and States
connections. As the selections you are working on are completed, additional responsibilities will
be explained. All leadership I have assigned since March are not charged for violating my
Orders. Those who have violated my Orders know themselves.
No United Nations members and workers can be plastic, rubber, paper, metal, electromagnetic,
mechanical, paraplegic, etc.
No Consul General, Mission, Passport authority leaders and workers can be plastic, rubber,
paper, metal, electromagnetic, mechanical, paraplegic, etc.
No types of Commissioners, Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officers, Chief Personnel
Officer, or any C-level leader or their workers can be plastic, rubber, paper, metal,
electromagnetic, mechanical, paraplegic, etc. in any State, Country, Province, or Island.
Whenever one of my Transition member has to move because of this job, their spouses get a
Transition allowance, and they also get their continuous salary until they find suitable jobs.
There are no Department (s), in my Earth and the other Earths and Chreations. The word
department is a devel word and it promotes division, exclusion, separation, segregation,
isolation, and must never be used any place. There are no Division in any organization as the
word means lack of corporation, no unification, conflict, and confusion. All firmandles/firms,
organizations, corporations, public agencies, private agencies, commercial places, etc., are to
have built in their operations: cooperation, unification, union, and unifyment. Instead of
department and division, use the word Umagnum, Unium, or unit.
There are no federal senators. Each State has 4 governors and 6 senators. No plastic, rubber,
paper, tremoline, metal, amalgamated, wire, electromagnetic, mechanic, camouflage senators,
leaders, or workers. There are no federal congresswoman/congress man or any state
congresswoman/ congressman.
There are State authority, City authority, Town authority, and Municipal authority, and these are
identified in the correct ranking. The places that are called counties, parishes, provinces, etc.,
can choose one of these categories to identify their locality or area.
Governors
All Governors and Mayors do not need and do not use legislative, executive, Judiciary, councils,
and commissioners anymore. MY ORDER. There are no Constitution for State, City, Town,
Municipal or anywhere in my Earths, this Earth, or any Chreation. There are my Constructivities,
Rules, Orders, and Commands, etc. to obey and carry out. Constructivities are activities,
procedures, processes, or things I am putting together that may be finished or unfinished.
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The Governors, Senators, and Mayors are to physically do their work and know their localities in
detail. Each governor can appoint no more than two assistants. All governors oversee the work
of all their Agencies. The governors work with the Mayors to make the improvements, safety,
security, protection, and initiatives happen. The governors are the head of all state departments
and agencies. The governors carry out their management and leadership responsibilities and
objectives with the support and assistance of department and agency heads. The governors give
reporting on their section of the state and telling the citizens periodically how the state is doing
on a variety of problems/solutions, seeking local interstate commerce, and working with the UN
to expand local commerce overseas. The governors are responsible for the performance of all
those who work for the state and those who work on behalf of the state through a contractual
arrangement. The governor ensures that the state air space is protected with the use of the CFC,
Ganja, Cannabis, the smoke, essence oils diffusion. That all transportations and streets are safe,
no government or enforcement brutality, no harassment, or disrespect to any state resident,
visitors, or any people by any type of enforcement or others; no federal court, no police, no town,
city, county, or municipal court and no prisons, no one put in prison, no one getting the death
penalty, all sentencing stop, all criminal record and all misdemeanor and other charges espunged.
All payments must be given to every prisoner, claimant, or complainant of harassment, crimes,
bullying put in place and working. Use my articles to identify the other responsibilities to put in
place.
Mayors
The Mayors oversees the different departments of a city. The Mayor manages the operations of
the City. The Mayors supervise all operations and long-term planning strategies of City
authority. The Mayors represent the City at official functions and each mayor can appoint no
more than two assistants. The Mayors maintain safe streets, enhance the economic, social and
environmental well being of the City, Municipal, or Town and its residents, promote public
involvement in the City's activities, the mayors promote the City, Municipal, or Town locally,
nationally, and internationally. The Mayors inform city residents, businesses, of the City,
Municipal, or Town progress and its future plans.
Senators
Each Senate work in her state. The senators are to do a lot of field work, as they are the senders.
The senator is to work with the farmers to ensure that a variety of food crops are being grown
and the proper procedure are being followed. All farmers are to have the seedlings and seeds to
grow their crops and there to be no shortage of money to do their jobs. The farmers must have
their mint or frank machines to prepare their own money to pay the workers, to buy the materials
necessary and for maintenance, to purchase new tools and machinery, and to do the work that are
to be done. The senators should work with the farmers to ensure that a variety of citrus, fruits,
vegetables, flowers, etc. are being harvested in the right quantity, in the right quality, and proper
maintenance are visible. They must ensure that the ganja, sense melia, cannabis, marijuana,
poppy, tobacco, are being farmed and the right procedures are followed. Jackfruit trees,
Ucalyptus trees, Breadfruit trees, Pine trees, Pimento trees, Seville orange (Bitter orange) tree
must be farmed so they can be used for charcoal burning and wood chips for the fire places. The
Senators must ensure that the factories are up and running to distill the essence from these and
other plants, flowers, and vegetables and that the authentic plants and the distilled products are in
the supermarkets, farmers market, pharmacy, and available in every community for all residents
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and jobs who need to use them. The senators should arrange for the spray airplanes to be
manufactured, in use, working, and maintained.
The senators should ensure that the air is cleaned with the use of the Ganja, CFC, cannabis,
aerosol sprays, smoke, and other essence as directed and identified in all Articles. They should
see that the cows, chicken, pig, fish are farmed in the right quantity and quality, and the right
procedures are being followed. They should ensure that all horse, donkey, mule meat do not get
in the supermarkets, or eaten, or get in the butcher shops, etc. That the sheep meat does not get
in the marketplace or eaten. The sheep wool is blended with cotton, silk, etc., and used for
clothing, rugs, parts of the shoes, carpets, etc. It is best to blend the wool. When the sheep is not
able to be used anymore, they must be killed and burned with the essence dry leaves. The pig
skin and the cow skins are used for clothing, shoes, coats, etc.
The senators should ensure that many farmers markets are in the communities and that fruits,
citrus, vegetables, plants, the butcher shops are working and available for anyone to buy fresh
meats, fish, chicken, etc. Goat skin can also be used with the proper maintenance procedures.
Goat meat can be eaten and should only be done with the curry, pepper, and other seasonings.
Senators should ensure that workers are being treated in the right ways, worker’s complaints are
identified and resolved, no bullying, no retaliation, no clocking of any worker by any employer,
salary guidelines are being carried out, safety procedures are working, all employees have free
physique medical, dental, vision plans, all retirement benefits procedures are in place, all
worker’s compensation procedures are working, all benefits and perquisites are given to each
worker depending on their titles and education.
Perquisites include vehicles, housing allowances, travel allowances, etc. All workers can contact
their senators to lodge complaints, to get clarification on work issues, and to get the assistance of
their senators to resolve issues if the need arises. Senators work with the Mayors and
municipalities to ensure that they are following the guidelines for protection, safety, security, and
the streets are cleaned with the ganja and other protections, the roads are safe, no police arrest or
brutality or disrespect of any citizen, the buildings are safe, etc. Senators are to ensure that
communities are being maintained and developed as they are to be done. The air in the
community must be clean, the community and surrounding areas to be clean and free from junk,
germs, diseases, old buildings, old vehicles, and the air in the earth to be clean so that the devels
cannot continue to torture and terror the earths. Senators can go to State, City, Town, Municipal
Authoritys and see the day to day activities of workers without interrupting the flow of their jobs.
The senators can meet with leaders to identify issues, to give guidance on resolutions, and
solutions of issues. These are some of the responsibilities of the Senators. The Senate can
arrange to use the distill rice water mix with ucalyptus, & cannabis to clean the air. Use poppy,
or sense melia, or ganja distilled to clean the air or the natural juice from them to spray the air.
All new leaders that I have authorized can only work within and under my authority. No old
leadership that esist before can work under or with my authority. No old leadership or senators,
mayor, governors, or others can do the work that I am assigning, approving, and giving authority
to do.
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All contracts and court cases are handled only by the State. No Town, County, City, Municipal
court. All Towns, Cities, Municipals are to have State jurisdiction to handle contracts and
resolving the state court cases, as no one is charged for any wrong doing only the devels, as the
federal insect, animals, Celestial and species, things, the British governments, and other devels
are the ones committing the crimes and doing wickedness in this Earth and the other Earths. I
have already identified how these court cases are to be resolved in my other Articles. No police
officers are to be used, and new procedures to be put fully in place.
All states are to be identified in their proper order and the right name. Many states are
amalgamated by the many insect, species, animal devels. Contact libraries, universities,
colleges, to get the correct Earth map and put on the States Website. You must first select the
senators, governors, and mayors that are currently identified by the current state chart and work
from that number. Once the selections are completed, then follow the right Earth chart to
identify the amalgamated states. The new Earth chart must be published, in stores, on the
internet, in libraries, book stores etc. The new states identified must also be included in the
selection and appointment. The new states must have State authority, City authority and Town
authority.
There is a Services Commissions buried in some states. None of them are to be plastics, rubber,
electromagnetics, etc. The leadership is to follow the same pattern I have identified. They are to
stay in the State where they are.
Terror, Deaths, Insurrections Charges
There must never be any federal, republic, or other heightened terror alert anywhere in this Earth
or my Earths. All terror heightened alert are done deliberately by the federal, and the presidents
to increase anxiety, bring fear, and to prevent many from traveling, living, and enjoying the
Earth. The Federals/Republics/Others are the ones creating the insurrections and are fighting
with each other across various territories to destroy my properties and to prevent you, my
children from having goodness in your lives.
There are many terrors ongoing in the State of New York - Penn Station, Afghanistan, Syria,
many towns, cities, states, countries because my Articles have not been given to my children and
the various organizations. All TV stations, cable stations, newspapers, radio stations, magazines,
United Nations, Churches, Mosques, Temples, Synagogues, governments, countries, World
Missions, Consular General’s Offices, Records and Registry Agencies, and many leaders
including the Governors, Senators, Mayors, country leaders have received my Articles since the
first week in January, and they have not obeyed my commands and have not told the people, the
population of my PRESENCE AND MY ORDERS. I CHARGE ALL OF YOU for the
insurrections, the deaths, the murders, the chaos, the hunger, the famine, the diseases, the poverty
on my children, and the lies you have told about the beginning of the Earth, the OWNER AND
LEADER OF THE EARTH, and about Paulett Angella Hemmings the Chreator of These Earths.
I also charge you for all my other versions who are to lead throughout the years in this Earth and
other Earths and other places, that all of you have killed, put in poverty, put in prison,
sodomized, and obstructed so you take the power over the Earths to lead my children, to take my
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children allowances for your usages, and to take my properties as your properties. You have
done these wicked activities through your conspiracies and your lies.
We are in these Earths to hide away from the federal insect, animals, species, celestials, thing
devels, and the heavens. Our purpose is to live happy, prosperous, harmonious, joyful, vigorous,
and be filled with goodness. Goodness must overflow for our purpose to happen. Riches must
overflow. Money must overflow. ALWAYS MY COMMAND.
Police
All Police stations are closed beginning June 1, 2017. All police are phased out between May 1,
2017 and May 31, 2017. No more Police. Harmony Associates replace them. No person can use
the police places, as they are filled with devels and many wicked sorcery things in them.
All ranks of police, except the plastics, rubber, etc., to get salary until they find new jobs. They
are many plastic police and some of them do not look like plastic, as they are many different
forms of plastic peoples around. If the new jobs the police will find do not provide the same
salary as before, the state must supplement the difference. They should not suffer any employee
benefit deficiencies at no time. Those with union affiliation may continue until the unions are
dissolved for the police.
Harmony Associates
Beginning, June 1, 2017, fifty (50) percent of the fire workers are now working as Harmony
Associates. The Harmony Associates use tear gas, mace, or pepper sprays to handle extreme
disturbance if necessary.
Immediately, all around this Earth, and these Earths, a surge of women Harmony Associates are
to be in training beginning July 10, 2017. The training will not be rigorous as the Fire fighters,
or last as long as the fire fighters.
The woman harmony officers are to get about 300 hours of training in basic fire prevention and
basic report writing, basic patrol procedures, basic investigations, emergency vehicle operation,
basic first Aid/CPR, verbal/oral communication, basic computer Information System (CIS), basic
defense, basic physical fitness, ethics & integrity, stress management, traffic accident
investigation, traffic rules. The patrol procedures must not include harassment, bullying,
unethical practices, & disrespectful speech. Training should not be more than 6 hours per day.
Beginning May 1, 2017, all Fire Department’s head are NOT plastics, rubber, metal
electromagnetic, mechanical wire, etc. Beginning June 1, 2017, all Fire Department’s Head
Leaders are now Angies/Women, in all countries and all over this Earth, etc.
Beginning May 30, 2017, all around this Earth, these Earths, and Chreations, all Police
Department’s Head turn over all jurisdictions and authority to the Fire Department’s Head.
The replacement of the Police is the Harmony Associates, and everyone does her/his job in the
most efficient, effective and etiquettable way possible. A few guidelines are below that you need
for the job to be done efficiently.
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Harmony Associates Requirements
Graduate from High-School
Age: 18 years to 40 years old.
Should be a Resident of the State/Country.
Should have no prior law enforcement, no prior police and no prior military worker/air
force/navy/battalions, etc.
Security guards can apply
No credit history check
Marijuana smoking, and prior arrests are not shame and should not be used as disqualifiers.
Uniform
No Emblem, no seals on uniform. While in training no uniform.
Salary
Salary must be given during training.
Hats, gloves, shoes
Harmony Associates hats must have a thin layer of real natural felt in them, no plastic or
synthetic felt. Cotton can be blended with silk and add fine silk mesh in the lining. All helmets if
used, must have a form of fine mesh and essence oils made in the helmets. All helmets that are
from plastics or fibers must be made with the fine mesh and the essence oils in them. All mesh
used must be made with the essence oils. The hats that do not have felt, are best with silk in
them. For winter hats, a mixture of wool and silk is best.
Vehicles
All new vehicles must be purchased in order to do the work. No vehicle can be transferred from
the police department. All you need must be done with the frank or mint machines making the
monies you need for your expense.
Gloves
All gloves must be made with the fine silk mesh in them. No white gloves
Shoes
All shoes must have bauxite inner sole in them and the tips and the heels must have bauxite or
aluminum with the metal essence protection in them.
Comfortable shoes must be worn
Black, Brown
For official occasions, black shoes
No white shoes
Each State, City, Town, Municipal decides on a color uniform; no white and no green in the
uniform. A Province is either a State or City. It is good to for any person to identify a safety
person with a color uniform.
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No fabric/materials used for prior uniform making to be used. Everything must be new. New
design, new style. Ask the women trainees what they would like. Information can be provided
to them on what is best from past experiences on clothing fit and flexibility, and the temperature.
Summer and Winter uniforms are to be made.
It may be best to identify new uniform makers as nothing should be from the past. All threads,
machinery, tools etc., must be new. Name Badges are important. The area or state, city, town,
municipal is important.
After training, the Harmony Associates can wear the color of clothing they choose until their
uniforms are made.
Allowances
Clothing allowance must be given so they can purchase new clothing and shoes to wear for work
transition. Allowance should include cleaning or washing allowance for their clothing.
Transportation allowance during training. All books and training material are the responsibility
of the State. No charge to trainees for education or training.
Retirement
Harmony Associates can retire at age 45 if they choose.
Fire Fighter
Beginning June 1, 2017, all around this Earth, these Earths, and Chreations, new Fire Fighters to
be trained to fill the gap of those put in the Harmony Associates Positions. The Fire Fighters are
to be Women.
Women Fire Fighter recruit must continue until there is 65% more women fire fighters than men.
Then the fire fighter training should continue as need arise with 65 percent women and 35%
men.
The age requirement for these new recruits is 18 years to 35 years.
Graduate from a high school
No credit history check
Clothing allowance must be given so they can purchase new clothing and shoes to wear for work
transition. Allowance should include cleaning or washing allowance for their clothing.
Transportation allowance during training. All books and training material are the responsibility
of the State. No charge to trainees for education or training.
Salary
Salary must be given during training.
Retirement
Fire Fighters can retire at age 45 if they choose.
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All Fire Fighters with mental health problems must get the treatment with their doctors and no
penalty to them for the treatment. There must be an open access for them to get their medical
treatment. For all treatments, they must feel comfortable to discuss with their doctors. They
should try to see if their doctors are plastics, rubber, mechanics as these doctors are dangerous
and are some of the problems. If they speak to any of their fellow employees about their mental
problems, it is not a disease, shame, or a negative. Everyone must feel comfortable to work in
their jobs and work environment with no fear of losing their jobs, promotions, etc.
Mental health problems are caused the governments, many devel leaders, and others who are
plastics, rubber, mechanics, etc. who are interfering with the bodies of every person.
Marijuana smoking, and prior arrests are not shame and should not be used as disqualifiers.
Hats
Fire fighter’s hats must have a thin layer of real natural felt in them, not plastic or synthetic; this
is the best. Hats can be made with a blend of cotton and silk and add fine silk mesh in the lining.
All helmets if used, must have a form of fine mesh and essence oils made in the helmets. All
helmets that are from plastics or fibers must be made with the fine mesh and the essence oils in
them. All mesh used must be made with the essence oils.
The hats that do not have felt, are best made with a blend of cotton and silk in them. For winter
hats, a mixture of wool and silk is best.
Gloves
All gloves must be made with the fine silk mesh in them. No white gloves
Drones
No usage of drones for firefighting allowed
NYC fire Department
The New York city Fire Department to provide on their website and available to the public the
code compliance information pertaining to high rise buildings immediately. This must include
information that builders can have access to so they are guided by the right code enforcement
when they are building high-rise buildings and single family or apartment homes. This
information should include all compliance that are helpful to fire fighters so their jobs are less
treacherous, less stressful, and easier access to get into homes and buildings if there is a fire.
This information to be provided by not the agency head or the leaders; it must come from the fire
fighters who knows the technical areas of their job and the treachery they face. They should meet
with an Analyst wo will analyze the information they are providing and gather all pertinent
information to be published immediately. They can include pictures and videos to help any
person understand what is important.
New York City/Manhattan
Manhattan must be rebuilt in the proper manner with no cheapened materials or unsafe
undergrounds. A portion of the Southern end of the Bronx and connecting to Harlem on the East
Side and if any available on the West side in New York City must be identified and developed.
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All the homes that will be affected must be relocated to upscale communities in Westchester
county and those areas must have schools shopping centers/malls with restaurants and all the
amenities of full functioning communities. The new build-up of homes and commercial/business
areas to start this year. The commercial/business areas should look like a mini Manhattan. The
proper name of the Bronx is (Brons Town as it is the place for the Higher Rankings). The Brons
Town became the place for the Higher Rankings and the High Rankings, as it was close to
Manhattan and a lovelier place to live. The Brons Town also has the Paulett Places for the many
actors in the Marcula Theatre Districts/Broadway and many other residents who were not in the
acting field. The British changed the name of Paulett Places to Palaces.
The streets in Manhattan should be widened, space left in between the buildings, beautiful
architectural design with proper essence protection, and less glass and more flowers and trees.
Once Manhattan (Mercula Town) is restored to the proper name and design, it will be a
metropolitan city again. However, the Brons area development will continue to be used, so care
and proper development should be built into the design and longevity of the cities to come.
There are no Bouroughs in New York City or any city or place in my Earths or Chreations. Only
small animals and insects live in Boroughs. The insect devels are saying that people are insects
and insects and animals are peoples. If they believe that peoples live in Boroughs it means they
believe people are insects. New York City has five Towns and not Boroughs.
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey is MY Port Authority. The correct name is
Paulett Angella Port Authority.
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, I command all monies owed to me as an
employee, a retiree, be sent to me immediately, meaning right now. All my personal GOG
belongings, send some to me, and let me know where to get the rest. Do not use Federal Express
or any federal post.
Westchester county which is part of the Brons Town (Bronx)
Another unused area to be identified for City development in the Westchester County of New
York and to be built-up as a metropolitan city for commerce, arts, amusement park, water park,
etc. The streets in Westchester county are to be widened, or new highways built, or train service
put in place that prevents traffic congestion.
The residential and commercial areas of the Brons, Brooklyn, Queens, Staten Island, to also be
built-up in stages. The streets in New York Metropolitan City areas are to be widened, space left
in between the buildings, beautiful architectural designs with proper essence protection, and
more flowers and trees. Universities and Colleges are to be modified with much more space, the
right architecture, and to be an enjoyable place to be in with no cramming and jamming of
student’s in classrooms, corridors, elevators, etc. Dormitories are to be modified and built with
each room having its own bathroom and no sharing of bathroom facility.
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ) World Trade Center (WTC) must
be built with the proper design, construction, materials, and protection that I approve of (I do not
approve of what is there).
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The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey must be built as a high-rise building with no
more than forty (40) floors. It must be the highest high-rise building in New York City and New
Jersey. The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey must have a variety of smoke stacks in
the right places and to continuous diffuse the smoke in the air so the air is cleaned in New York
City & New Jersey for the residents, commerce, and for the air transportation. They must also
have the Chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) diffuse in the air every ½ hour (half of an hour) for the
natural Earth and accordingly in the right time for the natural cut-out, the Parletas/Perspectile,
Parsemonous, Perguntas, etc., and the essence diffusing continuously in the air so the residents
and the air traffic are protected.
High rise buildings that are safe and protected can be built in the Five Towns of New York City;
Queens, Brooklyn, Bronx, Manhattan, Staten Island so the LaGuardia and the JFK airports are
protected. The high-rise buildings for people to live must not be higher than 20 floors. The
buildings for commercial purpose, should not be higher than 30 floors to secure safety for the
fire fighters. All homes in high rise building must have a safe and secure outdoor terrace with an
area for small garden built into the plan. The outdoor terrace areas must be also have the insect
repellant aluminum/bauxite fine mesh or the Pfifer insect mesh around the terrace areas. The
Pfifer mesh can be replaced when it is worn out by the HOA or cooperate that manages the
operation of the high-rise buildings.
Smoke stacks must be build in designated areas in the City and in the Towns. For the City and
the air to be cleaned, the smoke stacks could be operated at heights like a 200 floor building or
lower. It must be solid and made of Iron. It can be designed with various elevations so it is not
just a one continuous pole (it could be a one continuous pole as well). It is best if no office or
home is built on it for safety and no heavy people traffic is on it. The smoke stacks can be
designed with the safety features and gigantic long iron poles that carry the smoke to the higher
altitude in the air.
The smoke stack buildings must have the various ways to protect the towns and the air travels.
Smoke stacks and furnaces to protect can be built with the usage of the wood chips as mentioned
already. It can be built to use the chimney that gives less smoke. It can be built to use charcoal
with the essence coal. Inside the towns to clean the air at various areas there can be more
chimneys and fewer charcoal. Communities can also have their own essence diffusion, CFC
diffusion, charcoal, chimney in designated areas that the HOA operates or Community
Association operates.
New States will be added to LaGuardia air traffic and all domestic air traffic. New air traffic
routes will be directed through the LaGuardia air traffic and all domestic air traffic. This means
that LaGuardia and the others must be prepared. No Federal Transportation or Department of
Homeland Security, or Transportation Security Administration at JFK and LaGuardia or New
Jersey Airports, tunnels, bridges, etc. There are no Boroughs in the Earth. Only some animals
and insect live in boroughs. My children are not animals. We do not live underground and we
not to drive underground. This means no underground subways or transportation anymore. The
five Towns in the New York City metropolitan area must be given their right names now. THIS
IS COMRANDA.
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The Port Authority as it is called, must build my connecting trains (PATH) to run on outdoor
rails not under the ground. All underground openings must be closed the proper manner with the
full natural herbal oil and full natural herbal juice essence protection in layers upon layers.
The Port Authority must also build air space in New York Citys and New Jersey, as it is called
for Air Car Transportation. Hubs must be built where the air cars are to be parked. Air car routes
must be built below the airplane and helicopter flying routes.
Larry Silverstein, your properties, your associates, your connections, do not own any of my
properties or have any lease holdings to any of my properties in this Earth, these Earths, or in
New York. All your financial connections to the Port Authority of New York and New jersey,
World Trade Center are voided right now. THIS IS MY COMRANDA.
All business associates not of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ) and in
Financial ownership of any part of the (PANYNJ) are all voided. The Port authority did not get
any approval from me to join with anyone. The Port Authority can lease or rent my properties,
but they cannot sell any of it and they cannot give ownership or part ownership to anyone. All
part ownership of any property of the (PANYNJ) are all voided now. MY COMMAND.
All Port Authority of NY & NJ Police must abide by my rules I have outlined for police in the
articles I have already published. MY ORDER.
The Port Authority of NY and NJ is to use the spray planes for the different height of the skies or
elements and spray with the CFC, high quality distilled herbal essence, and Aerosol sprays, so
New York is kept safe and the air transportation is kept safe. The CFC, Aerosol, and Herbal
essence must be of the right quality and quantity I approve. The State that are illegally or legally
operated cannot prevent or put obstacles in the way of the Port Authority’s when they are putting
in place the right order of operation, the right protection, the right rules, the right maintenance.
The Port Authority of New York & New Jersey must appoint two women Executive Directors
from within the Port Authority leadership ranks. One of the Executive Directors must come from
the Human Resources Department and the other from Engineering Department. The women
must have a Master’s Degree and they are: One Black woman and One Oriental/Asian woman.
If an Asian woman cannot be identified, then an American Indian woman. If none of the two
races can be found then 2 Black women. If suitable women are not in the engineering or Human
resource department, then take one from the General Services Department and another from the
Aviation Department. Two women leaders must be chosen from within and none of them
Caucasian. There must be at least one Black woman as the highest leader. All workers
politically connected or appointed are no longer employees of the Port authority or any Port
authority. No new employee is to have any work connection with the governors, Mayors,
Presidents, etc. All leaders of the Port Authority departments and divisions must be a woman.
The leaders must be more Black women than other races. There must be American Indian,
Oriental/Asian, and a few Caucasians. All department and division leaders must be women. No
Caucasian woman dominating the leadership of the departments and divisions. Men can lead a
particular technical development, and they must never lead people or life.
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All new Board Members must be selected with proper credential that will be verified, and none
to be rubber, plastic, tremoline, electromagnetic, mechanical, paraplegic, etc. No Board member
can be sent from the State or have any connection to the State, President, Mayor, or any
government officials. The greater majority of the Board members are Black women and a few
men. 3 Black women, One Oriental woman, One American Indian, and one Caucasian woman.
The men must have one Caucasian, one Oriental and two Black men.
Everything connected to the NY Penn Stations, Long Island Rail Road, Amtrak, Grey Hound,
and all transportation to be in place must be put back in the right manner, the right name, and the
right order. MY COMMAND.
The inter connection Bus Routes must be put back in the right manner, and order, in NYC and in
all Cities, Towns, States/countries. The bus rest areas must be put back in the right decor and
with the right sanitary toilets/ family rooms/amenities right now. MY COMMAND.
The Metropolitan Transit Authority (MT) is under my COMMAND. The MTA is MY
AUTHORITY in New York. The correct name is Paulett Transit Authority. All organizations
and corporations and all commercial entity that have my name on them are to be put back to the
right manner, no matter how you have arranged to change my name with the federal government.
My properties are my properties. You cannot steal from the GOG. Even small business that are
called LLC and others who change the correct name of my places and put a similar or a different
name, or put their name to my belongings must find the original in the district of Columbia or
libraries and change the name back to the right name, title, and everything must be returned.
THIS IS A COMMAND.
The Metropolitan Transit Authority of New York (MTA) is a shame and disgrace. The
underground is filled with diseases and germs and is the insect, animals, species, and thing
devels home. No one should commute esist in such rotten, dilapidated, and disgusting manner
that esist in NYC today. Immediately clean out the subway stations with the essence of yellow
orange orange blossom, yellow orange skin juice/Seville orange skin juice, lemon blossom juice
with no sugar. Unsweetened rum like the 70 percent white rum must be added to the cleaning.
Then use the ganja juice as finishing protection. Remove all old paint and put a small portion of
full natural quality turpentine in all of the paint mixtures. No enzyme or any particle can ever be
removed from the turpentine. Use oil paint only. Use the proper protection to maintain the
subway station, as I have identified in my Article #1-1B and in all my Articles.
All Inter City bus services now being operated by the MTA must be operated by the Paulett Bus
Authority (PBA) and separate from the MTA. The PBA is a sub division of the MTA (PTA)
operates under their own finances and connected to the PTA/MTA. Commute problems and
traffic problems are communicated to the train operation and the bus operations, so there is a
smooth transfer of information and for actions to be taken to improve the bus and train routes so
the passengers are not left stranded.
MTA, the communities decides on how the bus must be run and the time fitting to them. These
decisions are done in a community forum and at times on the weekends and evenings when
people are available to attend. The communities must be given opportunities to meet at town
halls to vote on what to be done and what is best for them. The five Citys must have their own
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Paulett Transit Authority Buses. For example. Bronx PTA, Brooklyn PTA, Manhattan PTA,
Staten Island PTA, Queens PTA. The Citys inside of the City must also have their own PTA.
For example, Coop-City must have their own Authority, name the Coop-City PTA. The
authorities for these inter city buses must have a physical building authority for each City
operating a Bus Authority. The parent authority over the intercity Bus authority is called the
PTA and has its own headquarters. All the City in New York City, their right name must be
returned to them right now. THIS IS A COMMAND.
Everyone including the Port Authority should know that aerosol Sprays are good to destroy the
devels. It does not kill them. Many of the devels are wearing inflatable lead suits that is heavy
and gives them the natural weight to walk around like normal peoples. Some women wear lead
in their dresses and pants and skirts to keep them down. Some of the leaders have a small flying
saucer that they reduce and cover over by an incondesant zone, so they are not visible and the
flying saucer hovers above without your knowledge. These leaders are covered around with
many helpers you cannot see, as they are in the incondesant covering. You cannot feel the
incondesant either. If you have sensemelia on your skin and on your shoes, and you bump in any
one of them you will feel something knock against you or knock against your feet. That means
they are somewhere around. When the Aerosol sprays are used, it removes the inflatable suit
they wear and they fall to the ground.
When the trees and the ground and homes and the floors are covered with the Ganja protection,
sense Melia, and Poppy, and the devels drop on anything, the insects, animals, species, things,
and those alien species are burned up. Therefore, it is necessary for the spray planes to be
working in all states and diffusing the ganja in the air at various levels to protect the entire Earth,
states, towns, cities, communities, homes, commercial areas, the air, and all lives inside the
Earths. Spray planes can also diffuse the aerosol in the air and low down on the ground to
remove the devels from the States and Cities, etc. These are some of the responsibilities of the
Senators to make happen. All Earths have their own authority and leaders. All elevation and
levels of these Earths have their own leaders, and no one from the natural Earth is to go in the
other elevations, levels, or Earths to lead or to travel or to do any work or to visit at no time now
or in the past or time to come.
I command this Natural Earth to be put back in the right way (height, depth, width, length, time,
speed, velocity, etc.) it should esist. Right Now! The natural Earth is separated from the other
EARTHS and that is a violation, illegal, and not GOGLY.
I COMRANDA all Home Owner Association (HOA) can charge no more than $25.00 per year
payable at anytime during the year from each resident with immediate effect, Right now. HOA
and Community Association are to arrange snow removal from each home walk ways. HOA
should have a physical presence in each community (a building). The HOA also ensures smoke
stacks/chimney air cleaner, CFC diffusion, Essence diffusion, etc.
I COMRANDA Community Association (CA) are for those who live in the nonstandard
communities and without HOA. The Community Association ensures safe streets, street
maintenance, proper lightings, smoke stacks/chimney air cleaner, CFC diffusion, Essence
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diffusion, if necessary Friendship Associates for the community. All CA can charge no more
than $15.00 per year to each resident.
NBC/MSNBC News
I COMRANDA NBC/MSNBC and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully
Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. With immediate effect,
Tamron Hall of NBC/MSNBC News is to be in charge of NBC/MSNBC and renamed Paulett
NBC/PSNBC, as People Soft is the name of the company to work with as Microsoft is outgoing.
Tamron Hall new title is NBC/PSNBC Senior Directorate. She is in charge of TV networking’s,
programs, news broadcastings, reports, shows, various broadcast, community reporting’s, and an
overall kaleidoscope of programs. Tamron Hall is to select and hire four other qualified
Angie/women leaders with TV and broadcasting esperience to take on other Directorate positions
and categories and who will assist her in the leadership of the organization. The five new
women should be 1 American Indian, 2 Black, 1 Oriental, and 1 Caucasian. None of the leaders
can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. All leaders are
women and the leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a
technology with the women’s help, but not people. If there is any problem, Microsoft/People
soft can exit from this amalgamation.
The current President, Phil Griffin, is to move to another positon, or transfer out of that
corporation or speak with the State in helping him design other jobs of his personal interest and
give him the assistance needed.
Angies/Women are the leadership of all TV and Cable networkings in all Earths and Chreations.
Angies/Women are the faces of the TV news reporting, accuracy, ethics, and social
responsibility. The Weather broadcast reports can be shared by Angies/Bans (Women & Men).
Various TV shows and programs will feature a misture of Angies/Bans (women/men). All
Angie/Men journalism must be ethical. All politicians are illegal. Multiple ticks are illegal.
There are no politicians in any Earths anymore. This is an Earth with life and no insects or
animals in any of these Earths or in any of my chreations.
With immediate effect, all newspapers, Radios, TV/Cable networking’s are all women leadership
and not to be connected to any past or present President, government, or politicians as they are
all illegals. Newspapers, Radios, TV/Cable networking’s will be charged if they report bias
political, presidential, governmental, military reporting’s and deliberate distorting information
and using semantics word, phrases, and meanings in their reportings. Reporting information
accurately is not a connection. Biased news reporting from biased personality or character or
from connection is illegal. Overpowering, the TV networks, radios, newspapers, internet of
particular political illegals are illegal. No leader or worker can be plastic, rubber, metal
electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and
the leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology
with the women’s help, but not people.
No syndication of TV networking’s, Radio stations, newspapers, cable networks. Syndicates are
the sin devel cats who pretend to be human or ones, or a person to form a network of corruption,
collusion, enforcement, distortion of information, and to lead the public astray with inaccurate
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and unethical information. All syndications are illegal. All syndications are dismantled right now
in all Chreations, all Earths.
I COMRANDA that Riverbay Corporation in New York City, is now Owned and Operated by
Paulett Angella Hemmings. The new name is PAH Riverbay Corporation and to operate and led
by two women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black women with the right and the highest
qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects,
species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as
I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
Federal Vectoring/Opening of the body
I COMRANDA all individual /people/ human/ one/ angie/ ban/ who needs to take the Zyprexa
medicine or any other medications to remove the federal government devels from their bodies
are to get the prescription from their physician with no delay. Over the counter Zyprexa and
other similar medication are to be in all pharmacy with effect from January 1, 2017. No form of
medication taken can be used against any individual /people/ human/ one/ angie/ ban for jobs,
promotions, or any reason that may develop. Herbs or herbal drinks or products are not a drug.
Herbs/essence protection from plants, vegetables, flowers, fruits, alcohol, blossoms, buds, food,
leaves, soil, water, oils, trees, thickets, shrubs, are not drug, narcotic, or counter band. Narcotics
that are processed drugs like opium, cocaine, etc. are not medications. A drug is not a
medication. Medication is medicine. Counter band is chemicals that is the opposite of what
people, Angies/Bans, ones a person is to use. All individual /people/ human/ one/ angie/ban in
this earth are Caicobans and we do have a band on our hand. The current President, Phil Griffin,
is to move to another positon, or transfer out of that corporation or speak with the State in
helping him design other jobs of his personal interest and give him the assistance needed.
I COMRANDA the use of Formaldehyde is illegal in these Earths, all my Earths, in all Earths,
and all Chreations. All usages of Formaldehyde are stopped right now. Any morgue, person, or
entity who uses it, will be charged and punished.
All leaders in every country/State who is a plastic, rubber, metal, wire person is illegal and are
burned out of their offices, positions, jobs immediately. All countries are to select the right
Angies/women leaders who are natural real flesh women and put them in the offices. All
countries are to have four Angies/women (N, S, E, W) leaders. They will serve in four different
regions of their state/country. You can look at Article 1 through 7 to see models of how to select
leaders and the make-up of women (Indian, Black, Oriental, Caucasian) to have in the
states/country. Countries with predominant Caucasians are to also have blacks, Indians, and
Orientals as leaders. The States, provinces, towns, cities, municipals, communities are to have
similar women leadership selections, as I have outlined in the other articles before this one.
I can use Water Boarding to torture the devels as I design. No one else outside my authority can
use it.
All DRONES are illegal in this Earth and in all my Earths and all chreations. The Drones are the
development of the thing devel. The thing devel is from outside of our life chreation. The thing
devel uses electronic, electricity, mechanics, power, electromagnetic, and other forms of energy
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to motorize the movement and can also appear to look like human and other essential things.
Drones can look like an airplane. They can look like a person and they are extremely dangerous
and they pry into private lives. I have seen a water drone that looks like a person blended with a
leopard at the back of my home in the natural. I have seen and heard the heavy drone sound
outside my backyard and it looks like a sort of miniature airplane with a blue radar. It was
around my home and stopped several times to view my home and others in my community. Any
damages to any of my properties, to my communities from a drone is the responsibility of the
State and the Federal Government, since the devel has been leaders. No military, secret service,
or other forms of security, governments, enforcements, or anyone to use drones. Drones can kill.
The thing devel adds weapons to drones and then put on human to cut up, to grind them up, and
to burn them up. The devel also use the incondesant covering to cover an area/event so the devel
can damage a person without any normal and natural person see them. They then put the wicked
event to say it is an innocent human who did it. The State/country is responsible to pay a
sizeable amount of money for drone damages and possession starting from today.
All Police Officers, Military, Armed Guards, Sheriff, Uniform Forces, Secret Service,
Government forces, Security forces and all similar forces are under my authority in these Earths
and in all Chreations.
No Redistricting in this Earth or any of my Earths or any Chreations. Any changes to
landscaping, layout of the states, towns, cities, municipals, communities, whether imaginary or
physical changes are done only by Paulett Angella Hemmings, or on MY COMMAND.
No Filibustering in politics, or any discussions, speech, talkings, communications in any place.
All Filibustering are devel way of interrupting, delaying, and wasting of time, so the devels can
get their ways.
For the Map of all countries, all States names and identification of locations where they are must
be done now. MY COMMRANDA.
Celestials species have been destroying this Earth, Earths, and Chreations from the beginning of
the wickednesses to now. I COMRANDA that all Celestials and those serving sentencing are not
to be put in any factories, farms, manufacturing, business, schools, college, any education,
physique care, health care, home care, elderly care, or any type of our environment. All they do
is to experience torture every mini, micro, centi of a second per day. In all places they exist, they
live, they travel, they visit, they were created in and all levels, elevations, places, units, sections,
regions, quarters, angles, circumference, perimeter, rectangle, circle, triangle, square, and every
combination of arrangement they can build or exist, including caves, holes, tunnels, beneath the
oceans and seas, and others. In this Earth, there are 6,000 centimeters in one second, and called
for short a (centi).
I COMMANDARIUM CHARGE AND SENTENCE THE Department of Homeland Security
and federal government with Treasonaminous, Right Now. The Federal government and DHS
transferred my information to malgamated celestials with mega centrinamenous amounts of
celestials packed inside with my personal information, so the celestials and others can control me
and you my children. On May 6, 2017, many saw them giving celestials my personal
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information they removed from me in the many chreations, to use to control me and to control
the Earth and the earths. This happened 5/6/17 in the morning before 11: 15 AM. I charge the
Governor of New York, the Federal Government, the Department of Homeland Security, and the
Justice Systems, with Treasonaminous, Right Now; I also sentence them.
I Sentence the Bad Gang Passey from the JK Spares with Treasonaminous as they terrored me
today, May 6, 2017.
Donald Trump and Barak Obama among all the past US presidents and Republic Presidents in
many countries have all hired and appointed politicians who are Celestials. The Celestials are
from an Original Chreation and they are the milky white species. Their bodies have a fish like
look that is something like a mermaid’s bottom portion and without a fish tail. They have long
and extended bodies with serpent like tails. The alligator and crocodile is from their mind and
design and placed in the Earth. They coil up themselves and they put themselves in flesh like
effigies. They are some of the leeders you have around you. They are cantankerous, conflicting,
insurrectionist, warlocks, a chameleon, information thieves, doctors, attorneys, teachers, judges,
business owners, warmonger, fighters, disasters, destroyers, terrorists, etc. Barak Obama,
Donald Trump, the department of health, are Celestials.
Donald Trump and Barak Obama has been in many presidential positions in this Natural Earth
since they stole the earth and has been destroying it. They return from time to time and they also
work outside the Earth and in many different places.
I COMRANDA Michelle Obama, Hillary Clinton, Barbara Bush, and the wives of all US
presidents and those in the Republics who are plastics, rubber, electromagnetic country leaders,
and all combinations of camouflaged leaders, are also charged with higher than Treason and are
sentenced as well.
I COMRANDA Microsoft, US government, British government, Republics, and others to put
back all the communications connections for the many web sites connected to outside the Earth
and the virus and devel protections available and not downloadable. I have commanded in my
other Articles the return of all the various web site including net workings. I now charge you
Treasonomus as you have conspired and defrauded I AM, my children, our knowledge of who
we are and to allow the Republics, Federals, and all others to destroy our lives. You are
sentenced to life imprisonment under maximum security in State prison.
I COMRANDA the US Government Printing Office, is and always owned by Paulett Angella
Hemmings. The New name is Paulett Hemmings Printing Office. All mergers and acquisitions
and affiliates are under the ownership of Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right now. All Government
Printing Office to operate and led by two women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black
from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic,
rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders
are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design, with more Black leaders, and Blacks
get first preference. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
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I COMRANDA all Publishing company and Publishing House and all their mergers,
acquisitions, and affiliates are under the ownership of Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right now. All
Publishing organizations are now operating and led by two women leaders. The Women leaders
are two Black leaders for the US. For other countries, a blend of Black, Indian, and Oriental
from within the organizations, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can
be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All
leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design, with more Black leaders, and
Blacks get first preference. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
The Black skin leadership is how it is in all Chreations and it is the best leadership and most
protected leadership.
I COMRANDA and I charge Dell computers for giving the Federal government and others
access to my computers, to destroy my work, my life, and to delay my work on a daily basis.
Dell computers is a monopoly and they work with Microsoft, the federal government, and others
to do wicked things to our computers and our bodies etc. I sentence all senior leaders at Dell
computers who are not the women leaders I command them to promote recently, I sentence you
with life imprisonment with no parole in a State maximum security prison, immediately, Right
Now. Whether you are alive or dead in all places, you will experience the maximum amount of
punishment and all additional punishment that will come.
Barak Obama is the Old Woman who lives in a shoe, she has so many children she does not
know what to do. Barak is a Celestial and goes in and out of many chreations and Earths and
take from the places the money, riches, the food and deprived everyone of their lives. The
Celestials said some of them are from beneath the elevation of life and far, far away. The
celestials said they are somebody and called Man. They put themselves in our environments and
put themselves to live above our existence. They are not to esist anymore, as they are the
destroyers of life. The celestials are mostly reptile looking and they are also lizards, crocodiles,
iguana, alligators, and many other wet forms of life. They like water and they can also live on
land. Hillary Clinton, Michelle Obama, Barbara Bush, Trump wife, in the cut out are forms of
Celestials.
Donald Trump has a great majority of the Lucifer generations in him, and he wears one of the
Lucifer’s features. Donald Trump has many of my chreations and different peoples in him, and
he wears them in him to get more and more power, and to have control over me. The bible said
that Lucifer is the devel. The federal governments/republics/british, and others are the writers of
the bible. Donald Trump wears one of the Lucifer’s features, and so Donald Trump, is that
deceptive devel. Donald Trump and these many devels wear people and our kinds as clothing.
Donald Trump has one of my property using. It is a green Emulet/Amulet and used as his
backdrop at times when he is giving briefings. I saw him use it in February a number of times,
and it is the face of a black woman and it has a green color. Many of the politicians and leaders
they go in the space areas and in many chreations and they take many peoples and cut them out
of themselves and abduct them. Then they have them in this Earth and many other places
torturing them, suffocating them, hungering them, and wearing them in their shell, effigies,
statues, etc. Donald Trump changed the face of my peoples and my chreations tremendously.
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Donald Trump puts his name in my places and change the elevations of this Earth and my Earths
and my many chreations. Donald Trump is destroying the Earths and many chreations you
cannot even imagine. Donald Trump has many versions of himself and has many Trump
brothers. They are in many different forms of business etc. The Trump wives and children have
many versions of themselves.
I COMRANDA that a person can spit on another, and it is not an offence. When you spit, do it
from your tongue. You can close your mouth and spit as well. Do not spit with throat slime or
food in your mouth. Throat spit is called hawk & spit and that is not it. Your tongue spit can
protect another and it can kill the devel. I comranda that you spit on all politicians and leaders to
see if they are devels or not. If they unfurl/uncurl and look like a serpent, Say: I cut and cross
your cross, and I cut and cross your rass; repeat as much as you want. It is best if repeated after
four times. Then say: Shame and disgrace, Shame and disgrace, Shame and disgrace, Shame and
disgrace 200 trillion times.
I burned out all celestials with the pine tree leaves, the jacaranda leaves, the ucalyptus, the
sensemelia, and I hooked and crooked them on May 6, 2017. You can also say: I burn you, I
burn you, I burn you, I burn you, Celestials with the pine tree leaves, the jacaranda leaves, the
ucalyptus, and the sensemelia, leaves completely out of the Earth, never to return or recreate or
generate or regenerate. You are all turn out. If any other problems say: All Celestials, I burn
you, I burn you, I burn you, I burn you out. Ashes to Ashes, dust to dust.
I COMRANDA that Barak Obama, past presidents, monarchies, royalties, ministers, republics,
governments, in all States/Countries, who own, operate, or control motor vehicle, airplanes,
shipping, transportation, any rice farms, farming of produce, wheat, Pablum, Bulga, animals,
factories, citrus, or any beverage or food groups or banks or financial institutions, or fish farm, or
organizations and other things are all null, voided, and illegal. Paulett Angella Hemmings owns
all things and all peoples, all lives in this Earth, my Earths and over all Chreations.
For those who I have sentenced, I have designed the following punishments for them to be on
Live Reality TV in all places. For now, the punishments are:
1. Channel that is called: End Time TV (ETTV). 2. The program should be called Devel Reality
Punishment
All I have sentenced to prison for Treason and above, must be monitored every second of the day
and shown on national TV, about their daily activities in reality prison life TV.
1. For three hours per day, the red biting ants must be placed in the prison room and let out
so they crawl all over these devels and bite and sting them. The prison walls must be
made with Pfifer insect mesh so no ant is let out. After the three hours, use the Aerosol
fogger to spray the insect, and also use the Repel Hunters Formula Insect Repellent
Aerosol, or the Raid Aerosol ant killer to kill the ants.
2. Waterboarding is a form of water torture to be done for three hours per day beginning
immediate and on the live reality TV for all prisoners. We get one hour of watching the
different punishment being done and this is done daily on a public TV for the punishment
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of the devels in this Natural Earth and other Earths and chreations where the devels are
located.
3. Another punishment is called the Any punishment/Make it happen punishment.
Anything we want, any way we want, any time we want, any one we want, any day we
want, any how we want. The public can call in and identify a punishment that they want
to be used on the devels and the punishers and producers make it happen on live TV. The
prison will set up the punishment as described by the callers. Then the producers put the
prisoners in the situations and film their reactions and the live events. These will be
painful and horrible punishments. The identification of persons who call in will not be
released, and no one person can call more than once per year. The voice will not reflect
the identity of the person so no tracing of the caller. We all experience devels terrors and
wickednesses, and it is time that all of us get to enjoy seeing them experience their
punishments right here in this Earth and these Chreations.
4. Take a look on the international news archive for today 5/6/2017 about7:00 pm and after
and see how they increase the terror and they go from one wickednesses to another in
torturing me.
The TV channel is a Public Broadcast channel with re-runs and live on demand daily filming and
production of the events of their daily lives.
Some days the prisoners are not to get water, no food, no sleep, loud banging on the cell doors
and calling their names so they are kept awake. They are to be beaten and put on the floor to
sleep in filth and with the garbage all around them. They are to exist in freezing temperatures
and extreme heat temperatures. They are not to get to use the toilet some days. They should be
put in heightened terror situations. These are a few of the punishments that they will receive
continuously per day without stopping.
One prison for this filming is the Miami International Airport prison operated by the MiamiDade County and the federal government under the State of Florida, and I do not want governor
Rick Scott in any arrangement, as he is sentenced and a prisoner as well. The conditions in this
prison is to be maintained, as it is now, and not cleaned out. The State of Florida and the federal
government know which prisons I am talking of.
Leadership Violations
All former Governors and present Governors, and those who are presently Mayors and past
Mayors who are plastics, rubber, mechanics, electromagnetics are all in violation. They have
violated my children’s safety, life, physique, their happiness on several occasions. They are
charged with Treason.
State is not to publish private address, name, and telephone number. The State not to publish
home based business address and confidential information. A fine of $50,000 to any state guilty.
Lucifer
I do not know of anything bad about a Lucifer. I have had instances where I was being tortured
by the devels, and I called the Lucifer for help and the Lucifers came and helped in several
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situations. I learned about many situations where the devel stole a Lucifer’s wife and the
husband would not stop until he finds his wife. I saw the devels tortured the Lucifers and used
their knowledge. I know that the Lucifer men are highly knowledgeable and no fool. I know the
Lucifer women are of high integrity and etiquette.
All my Articles must be distributed to my children, to the various states/counties/countries,
businesses/commerce, schools, banks, Real Estate Developers, HOAs, colleges, libraries,
gazettes, morgues, hospitals, nursing homes, churches, mosques, temples, all religion places,
TVs, Radios, Newspapers, Internet sources, etc. Any and all accidents, deaths, long or short
term problems, mishaps caused from not having the information identified in my Articles are the
responsible of those who have the authority to distribute, disseminate, publicize, and advertise
the information. I give permission to for anyone to sue (take a law suit against) all those
responsible for not broadcasting and disseminating my Articles and my information and they
have been hurt in any ways possible.
All my Articles must be put in the National Gazettes, State Gazettes, City Gazettes, Town
Gazettes, Municipal gazettes. The website is naturalearthforall.com. They must also be put in
the National Registry, Register, Records Management, Registrar Generals.
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (GOG)
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIA SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
OH MY GOODNESS
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
MY LOVE
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